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38
trying again. That in review of the delays already incurred and the very
limited period that the patents have to run [[red underline]] any further
delay is a denial of justice. [[/red underline]] That if they are not satisfied
with the decision they have every opportunity for getting redress by filing
an action in [[red underline]] appeal before the [[/red underline]] Court of
Appeals instead of dragging the case again before the same Judge.
[[red underline]] I feel indignant [[/red underline]]
At Snug Rock for supper with the whole family.
Aug 19. Here all day telephoning & writing letters.
Aug 20. ditto
Aug 21. (Sunday) [[red underline]]  Whole family reunion in Snug Rock
[[/red underline]]
Aug 22 Left early with George B for Perth Amboy. Inspected factory

[[end page]]
[[start page]]

39                             X
with Rossi. [[red underline]] Few orders. and most departments idle.
[[/red underline]] At Department F. they have had considerable trouble
with their foreman [[red underline]] who now has [[/red underline]] been
discharged. Called attention to danger of using CCl4 for a diluent for oil
unless used before a ventilator.
Afternoon left on [[red underline]] Ion [[/red underline]] thru East River,
Hell and anchored at sunset in [[red underline]] Manhasset Bay [[/red
underline]] Near Astoria Gas works we struck a submerged rock but no
damage. Our boat listed suddenly to starboard after keel struck the rock
then struck a second time aft. For a moment I did not know what was
happening because the place where it occurred seemed to be free and
clear. Calm weather.
Aug 23. [[red underline]] Left Eastward [[/red underline]] and dropt
anchor behind sandbar between [[red underline]] Huntington [[/red
underline]] and Northport Bays. [[strikethrough]] after swimm
[[/strikethrough]]
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